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Abstract: Dual-phase Ni3Al-based alloys feature extensive applicability even under high-temperature
conditions. We selectively modified the microstructure of a representative dual-phase Ni3Al-based
alloy from equi-axed grains to unidirectional grains, using a kW-class high-power laser irradiation
technique. On employing the laser probe to linearly scan the Ni-9 at.% Al-16 at.% V alloy specimen,
the laser-irradiated region was partially molten and then immediately solidified from the two edges
of the molten pool toward the center. Laser irradiation under low-speed scanning increased the
molten pool width. The grains in the laser-irradiated region extended preferentially from the two
edges toward the center; their crystal orientation was similar to adjacent substrate grains, suggesting
epitaxial growth. Therefore, the unidirectional orientation of grains could be extended via wide-range
scanning using laser irradiation. This suggests that the microstructure of the alloy can be selectively
modified to unidirectional orientated grains by optimizing laser irradiation conditions, such as the
power density, scanning speed, and scanning paths. The hardness of the laser-irradiated region
decreased due to the phase transformation from the ordered Ni3Al and Ni3V phases to the disordered
fcc phase. However, the hardness improved to a value comparable to that of the alloy subjected to
heat treatment at 980 ◦C for 1 h.
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1. Introduction

Dual-phase Ni3Al-based alloys composed of two different intermetallic phases, namely γ′-Ni3Al
(Strukturbericht symbol: L12) and γ”-Ni3V (D022), are promising for use in high-performance
components at high temperatures, such as turbine blades, engines, and friction stir welding tools [1–3].
However, these applications require materials with excellent combinations of mechanical properties,
toughness, corrosion resistance, and microstructural stability at high temperatures. The expansion of
the applicability of a dual-phase Ni3Al-based alloy as a high-temperature structural material requires
improved toughness and creep strength, as well as enhanced yield and tensile strengths at high
temperatures. The influence of alloying transition metal elements, such as Fe, Ti, Nb, and Ta, on the
mechanical properties of dual-phase Ni3Al-based alloys has been investigated [4,5]. It was also reported
that additional heat treatment of an alloy containing a small amount of Mo and W could enhance its
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mechanical properties through age-induced precipitates [6]. However, from a practical perspective,
preventing cracks during the fabrication and subsequent use of components still remains challenging.

To address this limitation, single crystallization or the unidirectional orientation of dual-phase
Ni3Al-based alloys should be considered. These techniques are favorable because they exhibit a
significant susceptibility toward cracking at the grain boundaries transverse to the applied stress,
which is similar to that observed in conventional Ni-based superalloys composed of γ-Ni (A1) and
γ′-Ni3Al (L12) [7–9]. For example, in the case of cast Ni-based superalloys, it was reported that the
introduction of directionally solidified columnar grains could realize a considerable improvement
in creep strength, because of a reduction in transverse grain boundaries [10]. However, in
conventional techniques for directional solidification, such as slow casting and zone melting, quite
small temperature gradients and extremely slow solidification rates often lead to coarse dendrite
structures and considerable interdendritic segregation, eventually resulting in a significant deterioration
in the mechanical performances of Ni-based superalloys. In contrast, large thermal gradients and
rapid solidification processes can achieve a finer dendrite arm spacing, leading to a reduction of
elemental segregation and casting defects. In addition, they are also expected to improve the
mechanical properties.

High-power laser processing methods, such as laser additive manufacturing and laser
re-melting [11–18], have received growing interest for use in various applications, including the building
of near net shape components and the surface modification and effective repair of selected regions of
Ni-based superalloys [19–21]. Moreover, the laser irradiation process can promote epitaxial crystal
growth by using the appropriate parameters, and it can produce directional solidification structures due
to an ultra-large temperature gradient and cooling rate during the laser process [22–24]. Actually, it was
reported that a multi-pass build-up of a Ni-based superalloy (IN939) was successfully deposited on
blade materials with directional solidification microstructures through laser deposition [25]. However,
the application of this laser irradiation technique to dual-phase Ni3Al-based alloys composed of brittle
intermetallic phases is expected to be more challenging due to the higher cracking susceptibility.
Therefore, we herein report the selective microstructure modification, from equiaxed to unidirectional
orientated grains, of a representative dual-phase Ni-based alloy using a focused single-mode fiber
laser with a kW-class high power density. This approach is expected to achieve a rapid cooling rate,
resulting in a large temperature gradient in a narrow, but deep region.

2. Materials and Methods

According to the Ni3Al-Ni3V pseudo-binary phase diagram shown in Figure 1 [26], the dual-phase
Ni-based alloy, composed of primary γ′-Ni3Al (L12) and secondary γ”-Ni3V (D022) phases, can be
obtained by melting the specimen with a composition of Ni-(25−x) at.% Al-x at.% V (x ranges from 12
to 20), followed by annealing under the eutectoid temperature of 1000 ◦C. Thus, an alloy ingot with
a nominal composition of Ni-9 at.% Al-16 at.% V doped with 50 ppm B was prepared, such that the
composition was representative of dual-phase Ni3Al-based alloys. A small aliquot of B was added
to the ingot to suppress intergranular fractures [27–29]. A button ingot, approximately 50 mm in
diameter, was fabricated via arc-melting under an Ar gas pressure of 0.1 MPa, using 99.99 wt% nickel
grains, 99.9 wt% aluminum tips, 99.9 wt.% vanadium grains, and 99.9 wt.% boron powder as the raw
materials. It should be noted that the chemical analysis of the constituent elements of this prepared
alloy differed from the nominal compositions by less than 0.08 wt.%, indicating that an alloy of the
desired composition was prepared. After arc-melting, the alloy ingot was annealed at 1050 ◦C for
24 h under a vacuum of less than 2 × 10−3 Pa to achieve homogenization. The ingot was then cut into
sample pieces (>40 mm long, 10 mm wide, and 1.5 mm thick) using an electro-discharge machine
(HS-300, Brother Industries, Ltd., Nagoya, Japan).
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Figure 1. Ni3Al–Ni3V pseudo-binary phase diagram reproduced from [26], with permission from 
Elsevier, 2020. L12 denotes the ordered Ni3Al phase, Al the disordered face-centered cubic (fcc) phase, 
D022 the ordered Ni3V phase, and L the liquid phase. 

 
Figure 2. Illustration of the laser scanning path used for the Ni-9 at.% Al-16 at.% V alloy substrate: (a) 
line scan and (b) wide-range scan. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Single-Path Line Scanning 

Figure 1. Ni3Al–Ni3V pseudo-binary phase diagram reproduced from [26], with permission from
Elsevier, 2020. L12 denotes the ordered Ni3Al phase, Al the disordered face-centered cubic (fcc) phase,
D022 the ordered Ni3V phase, and L the liquid phase.

The specimen surface was ground to remove the contaminated layer using SiC abrasive paper.
The specimens were irradiated with a single-mode fiber laser focused on a spot diameter of 0.054 mm
with a laser output of 2 kW (corresponding to a power density of 870 kW/mm2) under an Ar gas
atmosphere. The scanning speed of the laser probe was controlled at 100, 500, 1000, and 2000 mm/s.
The laser probe traveled along two paths—a line (single-path) scan of 20 mm and a wide-range
(multi-path) scan; this was achieved by repeating the laser irradiation process ten times (scanning of
20 mm at 100 mm/s, stopping laser irradiation for 1 s, moving to the start point, and then shifting
up by 0.05 mm), as illustrated in Figure 2. After laser irradiation, the specimens were heat treated at
980 ◦C for 1 h under a vacuum of <2.0 × 10−3 Pa, to ensure that the two phases of Ni3Al and Ni3V
were obtained, as indicated in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the laser scanning path used for the Ni-9 at.% Al-16 at.% V alloy substrate:
(a) line scan and (b) wide-range scan.

The microstructure and crystal orientation of the specimens were examined using field emission
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) (JEOL JSM-5100A, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan), equipped with an
electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) (DVC5 detector, TSL solutions, Sagamihara, Japan) apparatus
operating at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. Specimens for the FESEM observations and EBSD analyses
were prepared via mechanical abrasion using SiC paper. The specimens were then electrochemically
polished with a methanol solution of 15% sulfuric acid at <253 K using a voltage of 10–20 V for 30 s.
Vickers hardness measurements were conducted under an applied load of 1.98 N (200 gf) for a dwell
time of 10 s at a room temperature of 20 ◦C.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Single-Path Line Scanning

Figure 3 shows the micrograph of the Ni-9 at.% Al-16 at.% V alloy specimen after arc-melting
and subsequent annealing at 1050 ◦C for 24 h. From the figure, it is evident that the microstructure of
the specimen was composed of relatively large equiaxed grains, which ranged from 200 µm to 1 mm.
From the magnified image, we can discern the primary fine cuboidal precipitates of L12-Ni3Al with a
size of several hundred nanometers and a channeling region of the eutectoid microstructure of the
L12-Ni3Al and D022-Ni3V phases, as predicted by the Ni3Al–Ni3V phase diagram (Figure 1) and also
by previous reports [1–4,26].
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Figure 3. Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) micrograph of the Ni-9 at.%
Al-16 at.% V alloy specimen after arc-melting and subsequent annealing at 1050 ◦C for 24 h.

Figure 4a depicts a surface FESEM image of the specimen subjected to laser irradiation via line
scanning from right to left over the paper at a high speed of 2000 mm/s. We observe a linear region
with a width of ~130 µm, which indicates traces of a molten pool induced due to laser irradiation.
This suggests that the laser-irradiated region was locally molten and immediately solidified from the
two edges of the molten pool toward the center. The width of the molten pool was wider than the laser
spot diameter of 0.054 mm. The linear region contained deep-etched lines at the center, which indicate
a cold shut or molten pool shrinkage due to the solidification of the molten pool from the two edges.
On observing the laser-irradiated region at a higher magnification, we identified a superfine cellular
interface with a spacing of approximately 1–2 µm (see the inset of Figure 4a), although no fine cuboidal
particles were found (Figure 3). The morphology of the superfine cellular interface is often observed
upon solidification at a significantly rapid cooling rate; this phenomenon is discussed in the concluding
portion of this section.

Figure 4b,c show the inverse pole figure (IPF) map and kernel average misorientation (KAM) map
obtained using EBSD analysis for the irradiated surface of the specimen by line scanning at a speed
of 2000 mm/s; these maps were obtained from a different region than that in Figure 4a. The IPF map
was analyzed based on the assumption that the constituent phase in the specimen was the disordered
A1-fcc structure, as predicted from the phase diagram shown in Figure 1. However, it should be noted
that the same IPF map was obtained even when the constituent phase was assumed to be the L12-Ni3Al
and D022-Ni3V structure; this was because they were derived from an fcc structure. We found several
cracks in the laser-irradiated region, as indicated in Figure 4b, and this was attributed to the sudden
thermal expansion and contraction. The KAM map shown in Figure 4c, which expresses a transgranular
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strain distribution by rapid solidification, also suggests that some strain was accumulated in the
laser-irradiated region rather than the adjacent substrate.
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Figure 4. (a) Surface FESEM micrograph, (b) inverse pole figure (IPF) map, and (c) kernel average
misorientation (KAM) map obtained via EBSD analysis for the Ni-9 at.% Al-16 at.% V alloy specimen
linearly laser-irradiated at a scan speed of 2000 mm/s. The dotted lines indicate the interface between
the substrate and traces of the molten pool. The inset in Figure 4a presents a magnified FESEM
micrograph from the laser scanned region. The arrows in (b) indicate the solidification direction after
laser scanning.

We also found from Figure 4b that the crystal grains extended preferentially in a direction
perpendicular to the laser scanning direction; this was likely caused by the temperature gradient from
the two edges to the center of the laser-irradiated region, as indicated by the black arrows. The crystal
orientation of the grains in the laser-irradiated region was identical to that of the substrate grains
adjacent to the edge of the laser-irradiated region. This suggested that the grains in the laser-irradiated
region were nucleated at the molten pool adjacent to the substrate and grown epitaxially toward the
center of the molten pool, thereby producing the crystal orientation of grains in the substrate that is
illustrated in Figure 2a.

Figure 5a shows the surface FESEM image of the specimen irradiated by laser line scanning
at a low speed of 100 mm/s. We observed linear traces of a molten pool with a width of ~650 µm,
which was significantly wider than the laser spot diameter of 0.054 mm. The cracks induced during
laser irradiation, as seen in the case of laser scanning at a high speed of 2000 mm/s in Figure 4b,
were significantly suppressed upon decreasing the laser scan speed to 100 mm/s. In the microscopic
view shown in the inset of Figure 5a, we observe fine dendrites with primary and secondary dendrite
arm spacings of ~5 and 1–2 µm, respectively. Figure 5b shows an IPF map obtained via EBSD analysis
of the specimen irradiated by laser line scanning at a speed of 100 mm/s. As shown, a grain extends
from the edge to the center of the laser-irradiated region with the same crystal orientation as the
adjacent grains in the substrate. The size of the extended grains was larger than that observed at a scan
speed of 2000 mm/s, as can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 5c,d present the cross-sectional FESEM image and IPF map of the specimen irradiated with
a laser scanning speed of 100 mm/s, respectively. It appears that the laser-irradiated region completely
penetrates the specimen, although the width of the region decreases from 650 µm at the surface to
500 µm at the base. We also found no macroscale defects such as pin-holes in the laser-irradiated
region. Figure 5d further indicates that the grains in the laser-irradiated region have the same crystal
orientation as the adjacent grains in the substrate. This demonstrates that a high power density at a
laser output of 870 kW/mm2 is sufficient to melt a Ni-9 at.% Al-16 at.% V specimen with a thickness of
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1.5 mm. It should also be noted that the heat-affected zone (HAZ) between the laser-irradiated region
and the substrate could not be clearly identified from the FESEM observations and EBSD analyses;
this is discussed in subsequent sections.Metals 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 10 
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Figure 6 shows the variation in the width of the laser-irradiated region (molten pool) in the surface
at scan speeds ranging from 100 to 2000 mm/s. There was a noticeable increase in the width of the
region melted by laser irradiation as the laser scan speed decreased. This can be explained by the larger
heat accumulation during laser irradiation at lower scanning speeds. That is, a kW-class high-power
laser irradiation at lower scanning speed should cause a more efficient laser absorption rate due to the
keyhole effect. It was also confirmed that the grains for all specimens irradiated by lasers at speeds
ranging from 100–2000 mm/s extended throughout the substrate to the center of the linear region,
as illustrated in Figure 2a.

The cooling rate after laser-induced melting, which controlled solidification, was estimated from
the cellular spacing and primary dendrite arm spacing based on previous reports on Ni3Al-based
alloys [30,31]. The cooling rate for a superfine cellular interface spacing of 5 µm (scan speed of
2000 mm/s) was estimated to be ~1 × 106 ◦C/s. On the contrary, the cooling rate of the primary dendrite
arm spacing of ~1–2 µm (scan speed of 100 mm/s) was ~1 × 105 ◦C/s. Both cooling rates are considered
to be extremely higher than conventional air cooling (~1× 101 ◦C/s) and water quenching (~1× 103 ◦C/s)
rates. This high cooling rate causes a large temperature gradient between the substrate and the narrow
molten pool, leading to rapid and unidirectional solidification throughout half of the linear region,
followed by the formation of columnar grains. It was also observed that the cooling rate for a scan
speed of 100 mm/s was lower than that for 2000 mm/s. This relatively low cooling rate corresponds to
greater heat accumulation and milder thermal shrinkage upon solidification. This suppresses cracking
and increases the widths of the laser-irradiated region (molten pool) in the specimen.
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3.2. Multi-Path Scanning

Based on previous findings, we performed a wide-range laser scan of the Ni-9 at.% Al-16 at.% V
alloy specimen to demonstrate the selective microstructure modification from polycrystalline grains to
unidirectional crystal-orientated grains. The surface of the specimen was laser scanned, as illustrated
in Figure 2b. Figure 7 shows the FESEM image and IPF map obtained by the EBSD analysis of the
wide laser-irradiated region of the specimen. Following wide-range scanning, we noticed a trace of
the molten pool with dimensions of ~20 mm × 1.2 mm. Only one cold shut line was found in the
center of the last linear laser scan, as indicated by the dotted line in Figure 7a. This was because the
cold shut line formed in the center upon laser irradiation and disappeared when the next overlapping
line scanning shifted upwards by 0.05 mm (50 µm), because the width of the laser-irradiated region
was ~650 µm at a scan speed of 100 mm/s, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Unidirectional solidified
columnar grains with a length of >1.5 mm and perpendicular to the direction of laser irradiation can
be seen in Figure 7b. Therefore, controlling the laser irradiation conditions, such as power density,
scan speed, and scan path, facilitates the development of a unidirectionally orientated microstructures
for dual-phase Ni3Al-based alloys such as the Ni-9 at.% Al-16 at.% V alloy. If a process is established to
obtain specimens with unidirectionally orientated microstructures, it must be able to produce a single
crystal material. Such a process will be examined in our future research.

Figure 8 presents the line profile for Vickers hardness across the laser-irradiated regions for the
specimens before and after heat treatment at 980 ◦C for 1 h. Before heat treating the specimen, we could
observe three regions of the substrate, HAZ, and laser irradiation in the specimen, as indicated by the
dotted lines in Figure 8; the Vickers hardness of the substrate for the laser-irradiated specimen was
497 ± 11 HV, which is similar to that of the specimen prior to laser irradiation. The Vickers hardness
decreased to ~402 HV in the laser-irradiated region with a width of ~1.2 mm. However, after heat
treatment at 980 ◦C for 1 h, the Vickers hardness for the regions with and without laser irradiation
was 570 ± 6 and 568 ± 5 HV, respectively, indicating a relatively insignificant difference between the
two regions.

The decrease and increase in the Vickers hardness upon laser irradiation and heat treatment,
respectively, are attributed to microstructural transformations. Prior to laser irradiation, the grains in
the specimen consisted of primary fine cuboidal particles of L12-Ni3Al and a channeling region of the
eutectoid microstructure of the L12-Ni3Al and D022-Ni3V phases, as shown in Figure 1. After laser
irradiation, the molten region solidified from the liquid phase at a significantly high cooling rate.
This high cooling rate potentially leads to the formation of a disordered A1-fcc phase in the grains
(Figure 1) and eventually degrades strength. However, the microstructure can be modified again to
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yield fine dual-phases of L12-Ni3Al and D022-Ni3V via heat treatment at 980 ◦C for 1 h, which results
in the recovery and improvement of mechanical properties.
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Figure 7. (a) Surface FESEM image and (b) inverse pole figure (IPF) map obtained by the EBSD analysis
of the Ni-9 at.% Al-16 at.% V alloy specimen with a wide laser-irradiated region at a scan speed of
100 mm/s. The IPF map was measured from the laser-irradiated region, as indicated by the solid square
in (a). The dotted and dashed-and-dotted lines indicate the interface between the substrate and traces
of the molten pool, and the cold shut, respectively.
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alloy specimens before and after heat treatment at 980 ◦C for 1 h.

Thus, it was herein demonstrated that a combination of laser processing and heat treatment could
be considered as a promising technique to control the microstructure of the alloy and improve its
properties. Furthermore, it is expected that the findings obtained in this paper are useful not only
for modifying and repairing the partial microstructure of the alloy, but also for controlling the alloy
microstructure in the field of laser additive manufacturing techniques.

4. Conclusions

We herein reported our examination of the variations in the microstructure and mechanical
properties of a representative dual-phase Ni-based alloy irradiated by a powerful single-mode fiber
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laser with a power density of 870 kW/mm2 at a scan speed of 100–2000 mm/s. The Ni-9 at.% Al-16 at.%
V alloy specimen was partially molten when subjected to line laser scanning and then immediately
solidified from the two interfaces between the substrate and the molten pool to the center. The width
of the molten pool increased as the laser scan speed decreased. Given the large temperature gradient
between the substrate and the molten pool, rapid and unidirectional solidification occurred in half of
the linear region. The crystal orientation of the grains in the laser-irradiated region was identical to
that adjacent to the substrate grains. Based on the above findings, it can be proposed that wide-range
laser scanning is suitable for the partial modification of the microstructure from equiaxed grains
to unidirectional orientated grains. The hardness of the specimen was found to reduce upon laser
irradiation due to the microstructural transformation from the ordered L12-Ni3Al and D022-Ni3V phases
to a disordered A1-fcc phase. However, the hardness was recovered and improved via heat treatment
at 980 ◦C for 1 h, which was comparable with the hardness of the substrate Ni-9 at.% Al-16 at.% V
alloy. Thus, optimized laser irradiation is a promising technique for modifying the microstructure and
mechanical properties of the surface and selective regions of dual-phase Ni3Al-based alloys.
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